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Background to Future of the City Centre

development of cities

agricultural

industrial

commercial

retail

leisure

cultural

digital



are we on the cusp of a major change?



BBC News

City Centres 'could become ghost towns'

By Tom Espiner Business Reporter 

BBC News 21 February 2019

The UK towns and cities worse off than 

100 years ago

By Paul Swinney & Andrew Carter

Centre for Cities

2 November 2018



Future of the City Centre

International Research Network funded by 

the  Arts and Humanities Research Council

over 24 months

UK

Australia

South Africa

Brazil 

with a symposium in each country 
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A World View

while individual cities cannot represent 

continents or even countries 

they can be indicative of responses from 

different: 

geographies

governance systems

cultures

heritage 
populations



Multi and Interdisciplinary Perspectives

Environmental

Social

Economic

Political

Technological



Research Questions in relation to the City Centre

Who is it for? 

Which communities could occupy the city centre?

What is it for? 

What kind of activities might take place?

Where does its future lie? 

Is it in commercialism or culture or residence or 

combinations?

Why is it the focus of human activity? 

Why are people attracted to the city centre?

How can its future be guided? 

What kind of strategies might be engendered?



key functions and activities for the future

need to be planned

more of the same in varying proportions

or fundamental rethink

who would be involved in shaping the future?

different groups may have conflicting needs



Newcastle upon Tyne – active city centre



City Centre

resident population –

with different demographics

travelling from the region

visitors and tourists - tipping point

strangers

citizens as strangers in their own city



balance of these social groups

Michelle Percy – Newcastle City Council

Getting the Balance Right

a city centre that is open for business

a destination for tourists

a place local people still feel at home

City Council – losing its role due to massive 

reductions in funding



Public 
Sector

People
Private 
Sector

strong private sector needs 

strong public sector

Governance leadership vacuum



spaces as settings for events and activities –

attractive place for all age groups



distinctive backdrop



Public Realm

parks



Public Realm

squares



Public Realm – network of pedestrian spaces





Christopher Alexander 
New Theory of Urban Design

design of buildings             design of space

in space                             contained by buildings

marginalised space            useful space

incoherent urban                coherent urban patterns

patterns                                           



access 10 minutes walk to station 





Suspicion of Grand Plans



spectacular events



Great Exhibition of the North

scale



Inward Investment               who is it for?

scale                                    whose vision is it?



students – city centre living 30 weeks a year

distortion of social activity and local economy                  

– purchasing and no domestic rates



Culture – unhelpful party city image



liveliness

inherent culture 



public questionnaires tend to generate 

negative responses from communities

but pop-ups show possibilities to which 

people can respond 



NE1 – Business Improvement Area Company
encouraging business to invest 

in the attractiveness of the city centre



temporary interventions



tools

Virtual Newcastle Gateshead



Conclusions

enervation of the public sector damages 

the private sector and the city centre

• leadership vacuum

• local public and private sectors working 

together

• people are not a coherent group

The public sector can create the permanent 

spaces, where the private sector can provide the 

events, and  people can enjoy and respond

balance 
scale


